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Specification-compliant Maneuver Planning
via Reachable Sets

Background

Highly automated vehicles (AVs) promise increased road safety compared with human-driven
ones. To safely and effectively participate in road traffic, AVs should explicitly consider compli-
ance with traffic and handcrafted rules. Compliance with the former exempts manufacturers
from potential liability claims in case an accident happens, whereas the latter contribute to
finding motion plans that meet specific requirements. Determining a drivable trajectory that
satisfies a desired discrete specification involves reasoning with both discrete and continuous
states of AV, which poses computational challenges originating from (a) vehicle dynamics
and collision avoidance, (b) discrete specifications, and (c) interwoven dependencies between
continuous trajectories and discrete constraints. Planning on the discrete level may output
plans that meet the specifications but do not satisfy dynamic constraints; similarly, motion
planning methods may generate collision-free and dynamically feasible trajectories that violate
the specifications.

Description

The goal of this thesis is to generate (optimal) specification-compliant maneuvers via semantic
reachable sets of a considered ego vehicle. The reachable sets [1] are sets of collision-
free states that are reachable for a vehicle over time. The semantically labeled reachable
sets [2] additionally carry sets of labels (predicates present in traffic rules or handcrafted
specifications that evaluate to true) whose so-called robustness values (how far is a signal from
satisfying/violating a specification) [3, 4] can be calculated. After obtaining a reachability
graph and computing the robustness values of each node in the graph, one can use a graph-
search algorithm (e.g. A*) to generate (optimal) maneuvers that comply to the desired traffic
or handcrafted rules.

Drivable area (projection of reachable sets onto the position domain) over time [1].
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A selection of formalized traffic rules.[5].

Tasks

• Familiarize yourself with the CommonRoad platform.

• Familiarize yourself with semantic reachable sets computation.

• Calculate the robustness values for reachable sets from a selection of predicates and
traffic rules.

• Perform (graph) search algorithms over reachability graph to generate (optimal) specification-
compliant maneuvers.

• Document your code and other related materials.

• Write the final thesis.
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